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What’s Available NOW On

“Frank of Ireland”

Brian and Domhnall Gleeson and 
Michael Moloney are the creative 
forces behind this irreverent comedy 
series that follows the adventures of 
Frank (Brian Gleeson), a 32-year-old 
living with his mother in suburban 
Dublin, as he tries to grow up, put 
his life on track and get the things in 
life he feels he deserves. Domhnall, 
Pom Boyd and Sarah Greene also star. 
(ORIGINAL)

“Moment of Truth”

This five-part docuseries revisits the 
murder case of James Jordan, father 
of NBA great Michael, and delves 
into the history of racial injustice in 
Robeson County, N.C., where two 
teens were convicted of the crime. 
One of the men has maintained his 
innocence for 25 years and his lawyer 
has filed an appeal to present new 
evidence that would exonerate his 
client. (ORIGINAL)

“Movie: Arrival”

Director Denis Villeneuve’s superb 
2016 sci-fi drama about a linguist 
(Amy Adams) who works with the 
military to communicate with aliens 
after a dozen mysterious spacecraft 
appear around the world received 
multiple Oscar nominations, including 
best picture, but only one win, for 
sound editing. Jeremy Renner, Forest 
Whitaker and Michael Stuhlbarg are 
also in the talented cast.

“Movie: Without Remorse”

From Clancy’s Jack Ryan universe 
comes this suspense movie that stars 
Michael B. Jordan (“Black Panther”) 
as a Navy SEAL who uncovers an 
international conspiracy while seeking 
justice for the murder of his pregnant 
wife. Stefano Sollima (“Sicario: Day 
of the Soldado,” “Suburra”) directs a 
cast that also includes Jamie Bell, Jodie 
Turner-Smith, Guy Pearce and Cam 
Gigandet. (ORIGINAL)

Take out and Catering is Available. 
515 Campbell Street  Baker City

541-523-4318

VISIT BAKER’S MOST 

INTERESTING STORE
Store is open 24 hours

7 am to 7 pm Take Out Only

UPGRADE

215 Elm Street La Gande • (541) 963-5440
northwestfurnitureandmattress.com


